Sunday, Aug. 7. S.S. Bographic; rough sea. 

Steamed up river, political. 

"Nehirien, Sieher," yelled at top of voice. 

No meals allowed - cabbies. 

Lenin Corner: Picture of Marx. 

Stalin, Budyonny, K habits. Bographic. 

Bronte house of Lenin; piano; gramophone. 

Rudin. 

Nobody there. Checked looked up. 

"No man at a man, nostrils, looking out of port hole. "Hull" red nose, small, unknown. "Hull" 

Miss fit room. Jumped up. Jumped up we both looked out of port hole. 

Comrade: "Member of last year. 1926." What will Russia be like in 10 years time? "Indeed.

"Stalin doesn't say: "Isn't Stalin's speech, agent?" 

principle of Communism?" 

"Oh no. You see, we won't have Communism for years. Perhaps do so in 1000 

years. We are not entering Socialism. When Communism comes, all classes, inclusive."
Wall Newspaper

As Soviet sailors played ping pong

I read the article:

Two worlds - world of capitalism
v. world of growing (enormous)

Socialism.

11 Aug. in international

red day of struggle of revolutionary

proletariat against dangers of imperialist

war threats of an attack on

Soviet Union. On Aug. 11 we are

on eve of a further deepening of world

economic crisis of an unprecedented

entrainment of conflicts both between

capitalist countries and within

each capitalist country. The system

building socialism v. system of
decaying capitalism. Under the circumstances

it has never had

great significance. The world economic crisis

has pounced all capitalist countries and

e.g. the most important branches of production. The fundamental

features of crisis are in a violent

cutting down of production, a

shock decline of internal
market together with impoverishment of working masses by a colossal growth of unemployment in the absence of foreign market. A number of unemployed in capitalistic countries already exceeds 35 million and is steadily growing. Their wages have been cut to the level of subsistence, on social insurance workers' day has been lengthened to 12 hours. Peasants have been ruined through fall of prices and agricultural products through high taxes and rent. The attack of capitalism on standard of living of working masses has led to increased mortality. The workers' bourgeoisie is struggling with help of social democrats to guarantee a capitalist way out of crisis at expense of working masses. The bourgeoisie together with social democrats are organizing terrorist fascist bands, threatening workers.
A vast collective movement engulfed millions of peasant households.

Your conscription meant that we had just brought 1500 tons of ballast to England and brought back machinery in time a year or two. These exports had ceased.
Mon. Aug. 10

Construction

With member of crew.

60% crew member, partial.

Ship's committee has great power. The captain and administrative power of the ship – really

ruled by 3 men (Captain, President of Union (who probably is an ordinary sailor), captain and secretary.

The captain and mates are civil servants, enamoorers, while the member of crew are workers. Civil servants are a little more educated than the others.

Disaster is that the unions can get split. This is impossible to move from one captain to another by transfer. Civil servants a member of fold to receive 1 big rate of...

G. J. asked to be eligible by membership and I asked

Sue: "Yes, with paternalism and be exploited workers in contrary father-son education.

They, people who had no right to having were Isherwood, Kulaks, bourgeoisie, those imprisoned. A captain will be non-party so he could require more than a captain who belonged to Party. To become a member necessary have preliminary probation period – candidate anything 6 months. Other may have to wait 2 years.

Fairly strong under influence of foreigners.

He was a v. valuable man in his time before we have no further use for him. Whole revolution is sure to come. They are alike in discontent. These strikes discontent will grow when
Russia withdraw. Russia will always have to import goods. Sale. No Russia is for the self-sufficient Russian will be a temporary, for 5 years, a solution. We will not able to make all manufactured foods we need. We do not like campaigns waged against Russia. The rich capitalists are traitors in the hands of bourgeoisie. They are opportunist. The simple people have not suffered like the rich, nor the so called god towards this exploit. If the will come to power, they will believe in bloody reaction.

Lotties: What good is teaching a little to be man in Russia? Slow the right inward, money - in 4 years home, recovery.
an ordinary little man. He looked like a midget. He
was simple. He came to show a handful of people to whom
their hands some harddiamond rings. He shouted

to them: "You can't! You have been exploiting /looters
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Talks with Reade. Scottish Clydesiders
Communist. Yellow curly hair at work
for 9 years. Mr. Brody, red hot
Left wing, Socialist, Communist will
White Russian who had lived 26 years
in America, could hardly speak
English.

Capitalism. There have been 3
periods since 1850:
I. 1914-1923. Period of revolutionary
II. 1923-1928. Period of temporary
stabilization
III. 1928-Period of rapid final

decline of capitalist system
The contradictions within the system are increasingly likely
towards world war, which will lead to
This war will lead to civil war
In revolution. The present period of
world capitalism is the period of
wage cuts, oppression in
colonies, unemployment etc.

Obligations. Scotch Communist.
The Soviet Government's first obligation is
Towards working class abroad.
Therefor any Treaty or
undertaking signed clash
with intent of proletariat will
immediately repudiate
such treaties. Do you believe
that Soviet Govt. would keep
too Soviet Treaty signed with Germany
Italy, if they turned out to be to
detriment of proletariat? Of course.
not.
At present they coincide with our interests.

White Russian

Peasant asked the priest: "What'll we eat in heaven?"

Peasant to mother: "Vanka, let's draw away with tear."

Nowhere can we pray if there is no tear.

The capitalist man is free. Good luck. Well dressed, fine hands. But life is like the tiger - very beautiful, but just you try and deal with him.

In America if you steal a million dollars, you will say "good boy". If you steal 14 cents, you get 15 years.

In America (youth are terrible.

My watchman says they go into street-cars. They have no respect for their parent and it's even call their path. "My old man!"

Al Capone & Jack Diamond used to be bourgeoisie to break strikes.

Freedom

Economic freedom is ultimate aim. There is no freedom in bourgeoisie countries because bourgeoisie control press.

Cheka: Secretly. "We must have in Great Britain a Cheka more ruthless than in Russia.

Money. There will be no need for money. Each worker will draw from common stock just what he wants and give according to his abilities."
World Revolution (1917-20)
New R is inevitable, and country will freely apply for membership of U.S.S.R. Genoa first. In India, lack of British Communitas is to fight for freedom of workers, peasants by Indian & British bourgeoisie.

Great man. Lenin is only great man who has lived. A great man is a man who will sacrifice everything in interest of proletariat. Edison was not a great man because he was exploited to benefit bourgeoisie.

Communist revolution in Egypt. Factory stores will be set up. Meat will come from Russia. Russia has not relinquished idea of world revolution.

Religion (1929, Bombay, India)
Catholic religion taking over free thinking free choice? Jesus is a human being. He was used by bourgeoisie to control people. P. B. objected to priests selling money when they married people. Wealth is inherited so one takes heed of outward show: ceremony. The higher church authorities get free salaries.
Communism in England

Dr. Salter, M.P., Communist is dying out in England. My claim my 2000 members. But really there are less than 1000.

Bermondsey where I live, this is a complete working-class population. Communism hasn't exist. Communist branch had difficulty in getting half adjoin men to their meetings. After funds received from Moscow, paid organisers left there was no more agitation.

Why does Communism not flourish in England?

1. The British workers have no theory.
2. The British workers have no trained feeling for self-sacrifice. They feel "I want communism I can get it by vote." The rest majority of British people are anti-Labour. We do not give receptions to Royalty. But whenever Russian Royalty or

Queen come they receive terrific enthusiasm.

3. British love for law and order, hatred of violence.
4. British worker's feeling for family and morality.

Dr. Somerville Hasling, M.P. remarked how difficult it was to work with Communists. He had no moral standing. Difficult ideas of keeping me, you, or him on his could not be trusted to keep their obligations.

Scotchman Communist. "What's wrong with Kirkwood is that he's a nationalist. We must do away with all feeling of nationalism."

"Well as an Englishman, do you not feel that there is a difference between nations?"

Scot. "I'm a Scotchman!"
Family life. No child is illegitimate.

Russia. If a man has a child it
leaves mother he pays 1/3 farm
for upkeep of child.

Soviet nursery can
bring up children with skilled
psychologists.

J. H. “What about mother-love?”

Mrs. Bromley. Hard-working, mother
has no time or energy to see
her children. She is too tired at
night. Nursery would be able to
look after children better. Soviet
system will reduce hours of mother
and have more free time to see
children.

J. H. Doesn’t family unit
lead to more sacrifice, hard work,
and loyalty from parents.

Mrs. B. No. 1 family tends to be
selfish, lazy, and their children
will be selfish. Want to substitute
loyalty to society for more selfish
loyalty to one’s family.
Conversation with Russian?
G.J. Will Poland become Russian?
R. No.
G.J. What about Bessarabia?
R. That's a different matter. Bessarabia is a very ticklish question.
G.J. What about Estonia?
R. Well, all will become Russian, at least not really Russian but a member of World Union of S.S.R.

Scottishmen when we saw Hesperia coast "We'll build kathedrons! Fatherland of Work! World of Tenancy of bourgeois."

Conservation with Rumanian
Member Conservation:
"The Communist Party is illegal in Rumania, but it is going to triumph. There will be a revolution in Rumania. The illegal party is disciplined, has fine choosen men who are all to suffer. In France a gendarme when they are legal companies we not use much city cat & drink & home no disciplining 35-45% of workers are for Communist Party. We have for candidates! Party, men we are not allowed to have candidates The word for word exactly, that such a thing is a Communist. 5 were elected & they declared themselves ready to have Communist programme. The Stakhanove is everywhere listening speech. We rother in factorie's listen to what's said & report to police."
The intellectuals in Russia are going over to C.P. They study their reasons for job loss become desperate. Bulgaria / C.P.'s also strong throughout Balkans.

Children's Hospital
On child: Eleanor Halas and meant Electro.

And then girls had been twice didn't want to come home. Parents could not see her on a shoot, I child did not spread. But good said parents.

I want to be an engineer when I grow up,
One week we had to go to work from 8 am to 7 pm, in shifts. I’m an engineer, but I’m in charge of the propaganda work.

Soviet aviation will be a great factor in socialist reconstruction of the USSR.

Palm of trees.

On the way to Stalin, be brave fighter for peace!
Sum of 225,000,000 was advanced by French banks from appeal.  

French Socialists party 1956-4. This lesson has not been applied than to make firm repression.  

Socialists would support tax reform
Picture of kitchens untended
written by Kropotkin.
It is good for us that
Kropotkin perished.
Otherwise he had done the
same as I have.

A little boy came up to me
near a room with a
very intelligent eye.
Could I
sell him foreign money?

"Yes," I gave him 50 centimes
for a bag of ancient Russian
bread. "Keep it," he said. "But
when you come back and
this very afternoon," you will see,
he said.

"How much will you give?"
"Well you can get 30 roubles
for a f/ in Moscow," I said.
"I'll give you a dollar for 6
roubles."
"Right you are," he said,
"I'll buy them tomorrow.
I invited him to my room for
a talk.

"Was it dangerous?" I
asked. "Couldn't you be arrested?
What about your wife?"

"Well it's dangerous but
sober," he said.
"The C.P.U. are everywhere. But
this time, I'm sober with
the idea of fate."

"It's speculation," I said.
"No, it's not speculation.
What do you do with
money? Do you sell it?"

"No, I go to shops and
foreign money and take you
for foreign money. If you pay
more cheaply. Besides, in other
shops you can't get anything much."
In foreigner shops you can get everything. Can you get butter? A

Neat.

What about this chocolate? He was mostly I shared it. He put it into my

I couldn't eat it. Something you can, but you can't eat it. Ugh.

- it's terrible, make you ill. Do you feel sick?

Do you feel sick?

No, he's not. Don't drink it. I thought of it myself. I wanted to

I foreigner buy and I thought I foreign. If foreigner can buy it with that money, I can buy it if I can get the money. So

I asked foreigner for it. I be bought clothes, too. Sharp.

School. I'm 13 year old. We have in my class 36 boys. There are 28 Koreans.

All other don't care about it. My brother don't think it's interesting. What they like is sport and fun. But higher up there are mosques and Romanos.

Do you believe in God? I asked.

Yes. I believe in God. My parents do, too. My father is the commanding officer, and my mother is a sectarian Baptist. There are lots of Baptists. They took me to a meeting once. There were lots of people, I worked there. Only 1 fell asleep. I was interested when he spoke to me. I am not interested when he speaks about politics. I like sport.

My class a lot believe in God, but it is a minority.

I didn't know. I don't care what goes on. I was a soldier, not a reader. They're dull. I like wireless, cinema, and sport magazines. Have you any? He sell me? I take the five 7 chocolate factory moths. Can you give me 9?
Daughter used to say - Our Father
- asked. Where's Ed. Known
Worsey no good. Small market.

- butter = 80. f. lb.
- keeps house cb = 5 + 6
- English lb = 13. f.
- monox 1m 20. bottle =
  3½ bottle
- eggs = 10 = 5. f.
- coops = 70 k.

2 Cooperate 1 cb butter per month
But not a lot regularly. Sometimes
1 lb in 2 months. Eggs once a
month, but not regularly. In
winter we had no eggs.
Heating: In coop. 200 gram bottle
3 times in month. But coal
never. But not also.
Private market never: 12. f. k.

Worsey receive something more
he got 500 gram.
Salt fish: Grammo. All our
food is bought.
300 gram per month.
For⽴⾜着作:

这不⾜够需要。200
gram (3/4 lb) black bread a
day.

Not layage is needed
“commercial shop,” at half
prices. Age the shoes cost
50 r. which will cost 15
rubles in church. But
there as hard as shoes-
100 coins.

Shoe shop: 4 rubles.

Workers are not satisfied
It is almost impossible yet
fat.

There is practically no
opposition. Right.

Opposition has died
down.

Peasants are very
disatisfied with tax etc.

They were forced into collec-
tion.

I've just returned from
could tell we v.s. dissatisfied
you cannot kill your own
wart without permission.

The settled took away cows.
Peasants on the ground
families still go:

Not a lot of forced
labors. With this
forced labor.

They went up to
cold. The wood was not
we had to go to a boat to
get it. Fuel from the going up
badly. Transport also was
bad.

One cubic meter wood
small/winter.

For two months we have
not been able to receive soap,
such as at highest price.

6 people are living here
3 rooms. Not that we are
good.

These just don't have
families - 6 rooms.

One room belonged
tv. But one man living on
it bought I case up & they took
room away from us.

I work 10 hours.
in (office) 8 a.m.; 7 hours.
Some workers work 91 hours a month.

Youth is enthusiastic, but all who have seen other days are differing. The Russian work is accustomed to work in a knit, but must always be ruled.

I want my child to have a good education. So all girls are not keen on a little girl being a commoner. I want her to join 14 komzhal for her to have a good education. That’s what most parents wish for children to do.

It’s very heartening. Now they have declined.

Nobody wants to have children now, because it is difficult to feed them. Abortion is all the time. When I was in the hospital sick I call my knees, my community, my mind is from not food. We have a lot of problems.

There were 15 abortions in one night. The consensus says that girls wear so little clothing are attracted to one another. Now they pay little for smocks and buckets. So all children of girls under 18 must be given to state homes. Malnutrition girls is careful. I don’t find that girls behave well here. When free money is introduced, the girls prefer 25 yrs left the women married off their girls.

Women of today say, “If I have a child, I will live until they are born if I get tired of them I’ll get someone else.”

Religion. There are a great deal of beliefs left, but old people. There are my sectarians but they conceal it.
These meetings we held secretly in the woods late until there was one. I knew then my hands were a house (big house) where there was no wet.

I know, yes, you salt many, no water, support air, poison, for foreign money, gold jewelry. But will time, can be better, I think.

I come to forced people to pay a month's wages. They took only so much for each month's work.

If a man wins a lottery, he's treated kindly. If you cannot sell your share, workers do not want to give money. It is a gift. If you do not give you go on the black list.

Work. I'm glad. "Every child's expensive hair. Some places you've got too many for a meal. But I suppose we've got to do it to get a meal.

Q. Do you get more meat now than before? Rev. Oh no, less, much less.

Offer. A very large number of drunken men I'm going. General outlook better than last year. at 10, had.

Coming out of 17 I had a short. A drunk, you fellow near a church was going to attack a man with a bottle. He was carrying a short. The other man retired and said, "What can you do? I didn't want to make a scene. But if it had been in Swindon I'd have had him arrested. What can you do?"
with a fellow like that? He's not a
member of the working class. What can you do with
him at the moment? He isn't a
rugged man with a red beard and red nose. That's why
talks about and turned in a half asleep. He
suffered in his book. You went on
and set off, and
you couldn't
remember.
Yes, we've got
to struggle hard to get our minds
on what can you do with lazy
rascals like that. He got my
gritted
demotic crumpled hands.
A half-witted friend of mine,
Cleve of Guin, helped my new friend.

Cinig, chauvan.
Dyny, oor bwyd.
Poedden m
deby. I can't y ni.

Unimpossible olive, will deli
come in third category
look at 7 prison. I've got a
10 100 for a £5 of pretty letters,
book, impossible to get at a
reasonable price. We
weren't satisfied with
peasants. Hail! Kolcho.

What? Peasant want it,
have free freedom to sell,
freedom to call what he
his own. He doesn't want
to work, a common. Oh, by we
had trouble in villages. Fore